Tire Holder for Fat-Bike DS-150F instructions manual
(ver.1.1 2016/9)

• Fits up to 5-inch width fat tire.
• Install the Tire Rack together with the Wheel Support of on the Step-Bar.
Be sure the Tire Rack is not fixed and freely movable even though the
Wheel Supports are fixed onto the Step-Bar.

DS-150F

• Adjust the Wheel Support frame span prior to installing the Tire Rack.
• The shorter Step-Bar found in the original DS-150 doesn't come with the
DS-150F. Only the longer one is in the kit.
Warranty Period : 1-year

!

For more information, visit:
http://www.minoura.jp/
english/support/cs/contact.html

Make sure the shorter
guide side is positioned
inward of DS-150F.
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Schematics

<Overview>
Be sure the Tire Rack is 		
positioned out of the Wheel 		
Supports.

Adjust The Frame Span
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※ Insert the Plate Nut into
the hole on the Wheel
Support first, then put
the Step-Bar through
and tighten the bolt
from outside to hold.

Adjust the Wheel Support frame span to fit the actual tire
width.
Loosen the M6x12 Cap Bolts, and change both side
Wheel Support frame position as equally as possible while
maintaining the red Tire Holder horizontal.
After adjustment, tighten the cap bolts firmly.

Using on Rear Tire
While supporting the rear tire by the
Wheel Support, holds the tire by the
Tire Rack.
Get on the Tire Rack first, then move
the bike backward to insert the tire
between the Wheel Supports.
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When using on the rear tire,
shift the rear derailleur a
few steps toward low before
setting.
Leaving it in top gear, the
derailleur arm could be
damaged due to the contact
with the Wheel Support frame.

Using on Front Tire
Use as same as for the front tire.
Make sure the longer side of the Tire
Rack is facing to the bike center.
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When you use on the front
tire, make sure the streering
is not angled but straight in
order to prevent the bike from
falling down.
If the bike has been steered,
it will have to be leant due to
the bike frame mechanism
and get unstable.
Using a single DS-150F is
not as stable as using than in
a multiple configuration.
To prevent the bike from
tipping, be sure to set up the
Step-Bar symmetrically.

Connecting DS-150Fs
We suggest using multiple DS-150Fs for better
support than a single DS-150F.
To connect the stands, change the Step-Bar
clamping position to the end, then clamp the next
DS-150F at another end.
[Example : configulation of three DS-150F stands]
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When using a single DS-150F, set the frames
to the center of the Step-Bar symmetrically to
achieve maximum stability.

Contact
Made in Japan

MINOURA JAPAN
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You will see two Plate-Nuts and two M6x10 Bolts will be
left when you assemble just single DS-150F.
These are for connecting another DS-150, 150F or 110
stand. It's not the wrong number.
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